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TEACHER'S SECTION

I.

Statement of Purpose
A

A.

Major generalization to be learned:
The consumer's selection of goods and services4C'affected by
advertising.

B.

Component ideas:
1..

The functions of advertising for sellers and for consumers

2.

Kinds -of advertising

3.

Wise use of advertising

II.

Instructional Objectives:

-

Pesides the three objectives specific to each lesson, one iaelusive
objective is stated which'Will be a part of the-over allinbjective
of each lesson.
List those termSyfrom the lesson which are
Inclusive Objective:
new terms to you and define them with 100% accuracy.
A.

State three functions"of advertising for sellers and three
functions of advertising for buyers with an evaluative, statement assessing the strength and/or limitation of each function.

F

B.

Given a selected sample of advertisements from magazines and
newspapers, the student:will identify the type of advertistkg
rept-kw-Med and distinguish with 100% accuracy the. advertising
that is useful to the consumer in making wise chorEes.from '
the advertising that appeals to his emotions

C.

From alist of facts about advertising, the student will elect
those that are helpful-Nto the consumer in making wise use f
fledvertising and state three reason's for his selections.

4
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER

I.

Instructional Approach:
In the several Itssons the student 'will select onelor more learning activities that present information relative to the.generalization to be learned.
.

II.

Identification of the Learners:

Ibis HELP is developed for average ninth grade students.
Thi.s unit is designed. to help students develop an awareness of
the conscious and unconseioUs affects advertising has on his
It may be used generally-to help students
buying practices.
Understand advertising appeal and its impact, or it may be
used in relation to specific areas of consumer buying such as
clothing, food, small appliances, home furnishings; and so

a

p

forth.
III.

.

Special Instructions:
A.

Equipment needed:

Tape recorder
16 mm projector
film strip prOjector

A.

Materials needed:

Textbooks:. (The textboo ks listed'below
were Osed'ai references by the author in
developing the, reading selections. These
sources are listed here in case you or
your students wish to refer to them for
further'clarification of a particular
idea or concept of adve'rtising.)

De"

4

Consumer Economic Problems, Wilson and
Eyster. New York: South-Western Publishing Co., 1966.

Consumer Economids, Wilhelms and HeimeN
New York: McGraw-Hill Book COmpany, Inc.,
1959.
C.

Media needed:

Distributing America's Goods, 11
min., The Pennsylvania State University
'Audio-Visual Services, University Park,
16802
Pennsylvania
Films:

Getting The Facts, 11 mil., The Pennsylvania
State University Audio-Visual SeVices Univer.t
city Park, Pennsylvania' 16802.
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."The Role of Co4stmers, Part
Consumers And "The Pattern bf Pro
dvction7,,The3oint Council-On
Economic EcincatiOn, 2 West 46th
Street., New York, N.Y.

'Asscirted advertisements from magazines and newspapers

L
,IV.

-Instructions for Evaluation:
A.

Special Requirements:
You -will not 'need: to develop any test items, but you will need
to obtain specific examples of advertisements.' "The descriptions
of the specific advertisements and Bourns. where they can be
located are listed'below.,,Please write die.nlimber lightly in
pencil on top, of the advertisement td correspond' tb the test,'
item for whicti-it has beenselected, Part B--Posf-Test.
'

1.

"I charmed my snake-baitching hubby by losing/9 poundal."
!Ladies Home Journal, July, 1969, p. 2.
or

"I'd probably bever be married, now if I hadn't lost 49
pounds." Look, June 10,11969: p. 91.

or.doeset she?"
Family Circle, March, 970, p. 1.
"Does she

or June, 1969, p. 19.

Ladies Home Journal, may, 1969,,p. 1.
Look, November 18, 1969, p. 53.
Woman's km, "Dicember, ,1969, p. 7.

14
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3.

(A) "There is a cigarette for the two of you."
Life, November 711969-1-be 'k cover.
Look, November 18, 1969, p. 13,
tft

l(B) "Tell someone you like
,Ladies Home Journal, July, 1969, p. 35.
Look, November 18, 1969, p. 72.
)
4.

t

.

A

/

Insura4ce advertisements
or March4, 1970, p. 2.
,Newsweek, February 16, 1970, p. 43.
Look, November 18, 1969, p. 14, or p. 45.
The-New Yorker, February 7-, 1970, Inside back cover..
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Test Keys:
.

I

Pre-Test Kea
Part A:
1.

C

6.

C,S

2.

S

7.

S

3.

'S

S.

4.

S

9.

C
C,S

S.

0,S

S

.

Part 11:
1.

To sell goods andseivices.

2.

Gasoline, 'oil

.-

Travel
Magazines, books, records
Clothing
Foods, soft.drinks,coffee

Alcoholic beverages

r."
4.

3.
4.
.

Equipment foi the home
Insurance
)Automoblihs
Drugs; soaps, cosmetics
'Rubber goods, tires
'Tobacco'
Industrial chemicals
Indwitrial mpchinery
Paper, plastic goods
How to get peoples' attention.
Usually.the:cost of adverttisIng is
It depends.
If a
included in the cost of_ goods and services.
product makes its-)major appeal as being "exclusive",
its price will be genefally high even though it may
not be "any better" than a lower prided good or service of the same type. However, if a product is
partitularly successful and the demand for it,is high,
masg`production of it wirl generally increase, also
producing a decrease in its pace.

Part C:
1.
Testimonial

When an individrual--sometimes a very

well-known personendorses a product throughAtate2.

tr.

ments about' the product,
Institutional advertisement - This kind of advertisement
is not aimed at a specific product. A pleasant feeling
is try ng to be created toward a particular institutionbusine s firm, industry -' by mentioning positive,assets
abOut he institution.

7
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3.

.
.

4.

o_

Differentiation advertising - An advertisementyged to
emphasize "something special" about g.product that
glakes it outstanding- from products ofits variety.
Demand - Changing a poSsible want into a need, creating
the &sire for a.particular good or servfcd. This is
the object of advertising.
Post-Test Key
L.

'Part A:
1.

0

2.
4.

+
+
+

10.
11.
12.

5.

0

13.

6.% +
+
7.

14

3.
v

8.

15.

+
0

+
+
+
+

0
L

Part B:
1.

Testimonial .
The appeal is toward good looks by losing weight.'
"Dogs the person actually believe what he is saying?"

a)
b)
c)

2.

"Does the,persori know what he is talking about?"
Differential
To become young, and alive, and to enjoy life
again by changing your hair color.
The "naturalness" of the koduct.
Offers something that can be shared by bothtsexes.
"Gas-trap-filter"-,-reduces the danger of cigarette
smoking to personal health.
Security

a)

b)
c)
3.

a)

b)
4.

I)

r

O

vi

O

POST-TEST
0

The purpose of this test is to evaluate your understanding of the affect that advertising,has an influencing
consumer decisions; and to see if your knowledge in
this, particylar area has improved since you toothe

Purpose:

Pre -Test.
,

Instructions:

1.

t

Carefully read and follow the directions,for each
part.

2. When you have completed the test, take. it to your
leacher to check the results.

1.

3.

Discuss withller the progress you made bY4n
the activities in the HELP.

rtaking

Bodir, of the 'Lest:

Part A:

True and False: Place a plus (+).,,before the statement if it
is, true and a zero (0) before the statement if it is false..
IMP

1.

The ultimate goal of advertising is to acquaint the
consumer with'new products that are on the market.

2.

Advertising helps make mass production possible.

3.

Advertising has educational benefits.

4.

If it were not for advertising, newspapers and
magazines would probably increase' in cost.

5.

The-food indUstry ranks high in advertising-expenditures as compared to tobacco and alcoholic beverages.

6.

"Best soap'I ever used" is ah example of a testimonial.

77

The consumer actuall
tising by the type h

8.

controls the type of adverresponds to'.

Froa the standpoint 0 sellers, advertising -is

p4marily a medium of exchange.

or

9.

10.

co.

One purpose of advertising from the selling standpoint is to develop familiarity and a favorable image
of a particular good or sdrvice.
Creating the image of .a "product of Distinqxion' is
,
an'aim of advertising for sellers.

11.

Testimonial acivertisementa are not aimed at
immediate sales.

12.

The practice of having goods and services
identifiable by trademarks, slogans and brand
names is beneficial to shoppers.

13.

In order to'sell a product, advertisers must
first get the attention of consumers.

14.

The American people are consuming more goods
rather than producing more goods.

15.

Part B:

a

Advertising is often criticized as being misleading.

Identify the following
Identification and Short Answer:
advertisements and answer the questions directed to each
particular example.
1.

a)

What is the type of advertisement this represents?

b)

What attention-getting device is used?

c), What two questions could you ask yourself to actually
find out if this advertisement is valid?

2.

a)

What is the type of advertising this example represents?

b)

By what methods are your emotions played upon?

c)

What factors are introduced for a customer's preferring
their product?

pp
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8

-

3.

Pictures 3A and 3B are advertisements of two similar types
of cigarettes.
What technique is employed in advertisement-A-55-taiw
a)
it seem unique?

b)

What points are played up in advertisement B to make
that cigarette deem special?

4.1 What emotional factOr is stressed in this advertisement?

S.
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THIS SECTION FOR STUDENT USE

Advertising Appeal

CONSUMER BUYING AS INFLUENG4D BY ADVERTISING

Gr.

1

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

c2

1

Each one of usis constantly exposed'td'some'form of advertising, whether
Billboards, radio, television, newswe are actually aware 'of it or not.
papers and magazines are just'some of the methods of transmitting adver-,
tisemenis of goods.andservices to consumers. Some,of the advertisements
are subtle in effect and others are more straight-forward; and each
individual, possessing his own set of wants, needs,, and values, will
respond to Varyingtypes of advertisements differently.
-

-

Advertisemerlis can be.amusing,'informative, misleading, entertainTng,
descriptiye, stimulating. Many are the Varieties and diversified are
the effects. But no matter what ifilpadt o;,,wimpression advertising
arouses in consumers, the ultimate goal of all advertising is the same- to sell goods and Services,

To be an informed and wise buyer, the consumer should possess some knowledge
of the functions and uses of advertising.
.

The lessons in this unit, ,therefore, are designed to help you becOme.
better informed am-the functions and uses of adyertising. At the cam-,
'pletion ofthis'HELP you should be able to successfully accomplish
theofollowing1earning objectives:
Inclusive Objective: List those terms from the lesson that are new
terms to you and define 'them with 100% accuracy.
A.

State three functions of advertising for Sellerd and three functions
of advertising for buyers with an evaluative statement assessing
the strength and/or limitation of each function.

B.

Given a selected sample of advertisements from magazines and newspapers, the student will identify the type of advertising represented
and distinguish with 100% accuracy the advertising that is usefuld
to the consumer in making wise choices from the advertising that
appeals to his emotions.

C.

From, a list of facts about advertising, the student will select
those that are helpfulto the consumer in 'making wise use of
advertising and,state three reasons for his selections.

4

G.

PRE-TEST'

Purpose:
.

.

.

.

This test is designed to help you find out what you already know about
the functions, use, and types of advertising to which consumers are
expose1; and also to indicate how much of this HELP.you should cover
in order to reach the objectives of this Learning Package..
Directions:

I'

1.

Carefully read and follow the directions for each part.

2.

When you have finished the test, gft,the key from your teacher and
check your work, marking only those items that are correct.' Place
the number of correct answers at the,top of the answer sheet.

3.

Discuss the results with your teacher to decide what,procsdure you
should follow, if you did not answer all the questions correctly./

Body of the Test:
Part A:

prom the list of advertising functions below place a "C" in the
blank before the functions that benefit the consumer and place
can "S" in the blank before the functions that t.enefit the seller.
If an advertising function benefits both the consumer and the
seller, place an "S"anea "C" in the blank before the function
1.

Permits comparison of goods and services.

2.

From the busihess that is available, receive a greater
amount.

3.

To educate individuals as to the brands of particular
products.

4.

Increase respect for a company.

5.

To'createthe awareness of the products available and
new products.

6.

Essential to the existence of the present American
economic system.
Change a want Thto a need, and, therefore, create a demand.

-4.

14
3

.10

9

8.

Having available inforMation in order to be a %Abe
discriminating shopper.
ti

.

To establish a tradename or image by which a product cap
be identified.

Lf
10.

Create dissatisfaction with/old or presen t products.
7;(

Part B: SOor Answer: Answer tAg following questions as correctly' as
you possi' y can.
k
1.

What is the major objective of advertising?'

eeh

4

Name six of the most commonly advertised products.

3.

a)

d)

b)

e)

c)

f)

Name the most important principle applied to developing a successful
advertisement.'
o

4.

Does advertising increase the over all cost of goods and services?
Explain your answer.

o

9

15
4

0

O

0

*art

C:

Define the following terms Is completely as you can

11. .Testimonial e

,*1
ti

P
2.

Institutional advertisement 0

3.

Differentiation advertising -

4.

Demand -

Cal

16
4;,
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40.
N.
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LESSON I

Component:
The functions of advertising for sellers and for consumers

Objective:
List those terals froth thq lesson that are new terms to you and
define them with 100% accuracy.

4

ree functi8ns of advertising for senhers and. three functions
State
of ady rtising for OuyersiFith ari,evaluativerstatement aasessing
the strength and/or limitation of each Ainction.

-Instructions;
(obtain from your teacher)
Materials needed:
16 mm projector
Assorted exampled of advertisements from magazines and newspapers
1.

You mu:IA:ludo the first learning activity, but you may select

,.any or all of the other activities, which you feel necessary
to reach the objective.

e
Check your progress by taking the self-evaluation test at the
.

2.

end of the lesson.
3.

When you have completed it,'check your answers with the'TostIf you can answer 8 of the questions on the
Key in the back.
If'you are unable to do
self-evaluatiom, go on to Lesson II.
this, complete another learning activity in Lesson. I and
If you can,then ansW)r
then take the self-evaluation again.
frof the questions correctly, proceed to Lesson II.

Learning,Activities:
1.

There are many functions of advertising for s4llers
and for consumers, and the wise buyer is aware of these
Read:

functions.

;

Advertising actually helps us to enjoy the type"of economic
level that exists in today's American society. If there is
no demand for a good or service, a business will fail.
only when sales are madq that production increases and t--:e
j obs and wages increase. Advertising helps to change a wan
or a need of a consumer into a demand. The ultimate objective
of all advertising,, therefore, is'to create a demand in order
to sell goods and services.

17
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4

Demand for products and services is stimulated in a variety of ways.
The advertiser hopes to stimulate the desire for "improved And beater" '
natural wants such as food, clothing,'shelte3, as well as to stimulate
our emotional wants -the desire to be beautiful or masculine, togain
recoguition,ppo do as everyone is doing, to be a unique individual,
to expeOrience love, to be camforeable and stYlish, or to be envied.
.

In the early settlement days of our country the-re was no need for mass
production and mass. distribution bcauie most pro4ucts were produced
Today, however, in our omplicated consuming society adverzr home.
4,
tising is essential to communicate between sel/ers and buyers.

b.

There are several primary and important functions of advertising as
far as the seller is concerned:
To increase. buyer.dtmands by:
1.
Bringing out 'seful information to create acceptance of a new .
,a)

-f

producit.

Increasing thevuse 'of familiar items.
Creating acceptance of an item previously refused by certain
c)
Irclups of consumers:
To inform consumers on:
2.
The satisfaction to be gained by using a particular inqluct
a)
or service.
The use of goods and services.
b)
c)\ The advantages of using certain brandname or types of products
To inform buyers about "new",preiducts and changes in the old products.
3.
4.' To let those consumers know ISatigoeds are available, who wouldn't
%
know without advertising.
To establish consumer preference for certain products or brands,
5.
so that comparative pricing of products can be made.
To increase distribution,,creating lower cost items.
6.
To create an "image or slogan' for items.
7.
To develop admiration for a buStness corporation.
8.
To obtain- more business9.
10. To cause more frequent use of one product over another product- sugar as compared to artificJal sweetners.
b)

C.

.

Many critics feel that advertising is not necessary. Nevertheless,
as with all ideas died items, there are positive and negativerpoints
to consider. The three major areas of critcCism of adverftising are
that itt causes discontent, brings about unwise decisions, and increases
prices. A well-informed consumer need not be discontent if he is unable
to afford high priced luxury items, for he may gain greater satisfaction
in satisfying needs on a simpler basis. Advertising costs are often
included in the over all price of 'a product, but as mass production
and mass distribut9rincrease through advertising, the cost of goods
and services may actually decreas. Companies that advertise in

18
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%,

,

.

%,

magazines and newspapers are actually helping to redhce the cost of the
magazine or newspaper paid by conaumers.vat is approximated that the
y insurance industry spends the least on\advertising and that the tobacco
manufapturers rank first with the alcoholic beverage industry ranking
Helm is a list of the 15 most advertised products as determined
second'.
b7 thaeditors of Consumer Economics.
.Gasoline, oil
Automobiles
s
Itubber goods; tires
Foods, soft drinks
Chemicals
oaps, -drugs, cosmetics
.
ifobaceo
Travel
Paper, plastic goods(
Alcoholic-beverages
Magazines, troks
Home .equipment'
Instrance
ClOthing
Industrial machinery

1/-

.'

4

.

There are sgyeral functions that advertising serves for consumers.
Our standard of living has actually been ele'vated by .the
1.
educational benefits of qdvertising. The food industry is a prime{
Citrus fruits, for instance, were not pur6haaed with any
example.
great frequency until their nutrition61value was greatly emphasized.
Advertising acquaints buyera with new products( and their uses.
Advertising can be used as a powerful tool to promote better living
conditions - -the preserVatiortof natural resources being eLgood
cex,mple.
rough demand
4. .Advertising has economic behefit for consumers also.
services and products are" :Cade available
and increased prodUction
at reasonable prices._
1".

View the film:

2.

a)'

'

B)

Distributing- America's Goods

From five magazines (Mad, Glamdur, Cosmopolitan, Seventeen,
Co-Ed) and any other magazines of your choice, make a list
of all the titles and term& that appeal to human emotions
and a list of titles and terms that, appeal to nature,/
wants.
After compiling these two lists, analyze their value and ,
functional usefulness to consumers.
a
.r/

3.

Locate advertisements in newspapers and magazines that you read.'
appeal
frequently that contain a) sex appeal b) luxu
c) health appeal d) beauty or masculinity ap al. Paste these
advertisements on construction papet and b efly describe the
manner in which the appeal is emphasiied./ With thet consent
of your teacher use these advertisement 'you found and their
drcriptions to make as, bulletin board

local department store
4. ,Interview the manager or owner of
or grocery sttore, or other local 16isiness establishm6nt that

19
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.

f

-

;-

i

.
.

''

adveiitises to obtain the following Information: .D
Media used for advertising -- radio; television, newspaper....
a)
.
b)
Manner used to irrouse attention
The particular functions the advertising serves
c)

i.

.

.s.

-,

Be\sure to conduct y ur interview wlie/n-the store is not busy.
d explain the natuide:ok the assignment
Introdute yourself
before beginning th interview.

('

O

r

.

Self-Evaluation Test:
Directions:

CoMplete the following crossword puzzle.

AP

Down:
I

1.' Criticism of advertising
An irwrease in the need of a product to be essential
2.
Industry that is part af'the list of high ranking advertisers
3.
4.

Type of economic society -tae now live in

5.

Industry that spends the most for advertising

Across:

2.
3.

4.
5.

--

Benefit of advertising to coAumers
PermAts comparislan of products?bubuyers
Increases the development,of mordand,better products
What happens to consumer, dices through mass production
Objective of advertising
.

1.

40.

fp

2 0-

9

4

I

0

LESSON II

Compone4:
Kinds of advertising
Objective:-List those terms from the lessori that are new terms to you

and definethem with 100% accuracy.
0

Given a selected sample'of advertisements from magazines and
newspapers, the student will identify the type of advertising
represented and distinguish with 100% accuracy the advertising
that is ,useful to the consumer to making wise choices from the
advertising that appeals to his emotions.

,

.

Instructions):

(obtain from your teacher)
Materials needed:
Assorted examples of advertisements from magazines and
newspapers
- 1.

2.

You must do tht first learqing activity, but you may select
any `or all of the other activities which sou feel necessary
to reach the objective.
Check your progress by taking the self-evaluation test at the,

end of the lesson.
When you have completed it, check your answers with the Test-Key
j,f you can answer 8 of the questions on the self-,
in the back.
If yoware unable to do this,
evaluation, go on to Lesson III.
complete another leAning activity in Lesson II and then take
the self-evaluation again. If you can then answer 8 $4 the
questions correctly, proceed to Lesson III.
Learning Activities:
1.' Read: There.are certain questions advertisers need to have
answered when it comes to producing advertisements. The most
important question centers- 4n what actually will make people
want to buy. Theee are several key points, therefore, advertisers
use to get results.
'
First of importance is that an aarertisement must "be
1.
attention-getting.' Some of the devices used are: using.
beautiful girls, clever slogans, "cute" jingles and songs,
phrases that rhyme, comedy in real life situations, techniques
to arouse pleasant feelings.
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'2.

,

The advertiser hope6 to create pleasant feelings and associations toward his product. For example, an association is
formed to link a certain brand of cigarette with the rugged,
outdoor type of individual--as if smoking that brand makes the.
"rugged man".
In many products, such as groceries, the buyer aims for
quality and value.
Some ads offer ways to economize and to persuade the consumer
.

.

3:

4.

to act.
5.
.

6.'

ft.

The desire to be popular and socially acceptedis played
There is the example of how a mouthup inlinany advertisements.
wash Cured bad breath ah4 saved a love affair.
Advertissfs try to create action b/ appe4ling to an immediate
"Go to your drug stsa tomorrow &id ask (0,
urge--"Write flow!"

for
These devices will be utilized generally in advertisements.
However, there are a few special category types into wbiCh
advertisements can be grouped:
.

Primary advertising7-This typeof advertising, focuses attention
on a.clasg of a product rather than a particular brilnd. An
example would be the National Dairy Council, stressing the
importance of drinking milk.
sing--A persuative
Product differentiatIon or Selective adve
type of adveTtising to urge consumers to buy one brand or type.
over another similar product because of it different or unique
features.

Institutional advertising--This type of adVertising Is aimed at
building up pleasant associations or feelings toward a particular
firm or industry by telling its benefits" for employees or by
telling about its established reputation, forexample.

.

rz

Testimonial--This is a type, of advertising where an individualoften otimes very well-known- endorses a particular product.
The individual makes'a statement to give Approval to a certain
good or service. In order to make good use of a testimonial,
N,a consumer should ask himself two questions:
Does the person actually believe in the product he is endorsing?
Does the person really have a valid idea of what he is talking
about?

-Q.

2.

Listen to a'radio eoimer ial or observe a television comercial.
Analyze the advertisem t according to the folldwing points:,
kto whom it is directed
Type, of appeal
a)
Use of attentio getting devices
b)
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0

c)

d)
I

3.

41.

Claims proposed for the good or service
Persuasiveness of the advertiser

a

Discuss with a female and male friend the advertisemeriis that
really-appeal to your age group. What psychplogical approach
do advertisers use to reach the teenage population?

Find at least one'example from magazines, and newspapers of the
After locating your examples,
.advertising types listed below.
compare the facts presented with the attention-getting devices
used for each example.
Product differentiation advertisement
a)
b)
Testimonial
Appeals to the urge to "buy immediately"
c)
d).*Institutional advertisement
Stresses economy appeal
e)
Appeals to the need for social acceptance
f)
Arouses the sense of fear
g)
.

Self-gkraluation Test:

Directions: 'Below are lilted headline statements, found. on
In the blan4 before each statement place
several advertisements:
the correct word to match the type of advertisement to its
written claim. Use the following three words for this exercise:
DIFFERENTIAL

TESTIMONIAL

INSTITUTIONAL

1.

"Why did the Dave Brubecks, who could.
afford the world's most expensive dryer,
want a Kenmore from Sears?"

2.

"Hunt sauce makes Wednesday special."

.

3. '"Easy-Off with 25% More Power Cleaner
does a better. job."
4.

"Houses grow young gracefully with siding
of Reynolds Aluminum."

5.

"My children were ashamed of me, until
I. lost 76 pounds."

6.

"A Thomas Organ is as easy to play as
a-one, a-two, a-three", says Lawrence
Welk.
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7.

"Turning the tide against pollution
all' the capricious Ohio River. This
story is another example of how IBM,
its people or products often play a
part in tackling today's problems."

8.

"Cyclamates.

9.

"New anti-perspirant Secret has more
what a woman needs to stay dryPand
delicately feminine through the whole
sad, happy, solemn, gay, day."

Consider the alternatives."'

,

10.'

"What's right with .America -- Foreigners

are scornful of our ghttos. Yet tens
of millions are being spent by businesses
to rebuild sluffis with modern homes,

and the median income for4Negro
families has risen to $5300. a year
and the number earning $7000. as
doubled in ten years."
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LESSON III

Component:
Wise use of advertising

Objective:
List those terms, from the lesson that are new terms to you and
define thINIFith 100% accuracy.
4,

From a list/.of facts about advertising, the student c! select
e of
those that are helpful to the consumer in making' wis
elections.
advertising, and state three reasons for his
Instructions:
(obtain from your teacher)
Mattrials needed:
film strip projector
16 mm projector
Assorted examples of advertisements from magazines and newspapers
1.

You must do the first learning activity, but you may select
any or all of the other activities, which you feel necessary
to reach the objective.

2.

Check your progress by taking the self-evaluation test at the
end of the lesson.

.

When you have completed it, check your answers with the TestKey in the back. If you can answer 6 of the questions on the
If you are unable
self-evaluation, go on to the Post-Test.
to do this, complete another learning activity in Lesson III
and then take the self-evaluation again. If you can then
answer.6 of the questions correctly, proceed to the Post -Test.

Learning Activities:
1.

N.

Advertising can be extremely beneficial to consumers
if4hey are able to make wise and efficient use of it. In order
to utilize advertising to its fullest advantage, the buyer
Must be discriminating in regard to the appeals made. The
consumer must be able toy sortrat information that is
reliable' and useful from thatqinformation that is unreliable.
Sinci consumers are often sqopcondciously'infldenced by
advertising which has becomAo much a part of our modern
world, it is becoming 1.ncreasifigly necessary to foster an
immunity to advertisements Which do not appeal to our better
Read:

judgments.

2G
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.

In order to obtain accurate, reliable information from advertiaeMents, buyers must be able'to delineate actual, factual
informatiori,from the emotional" "sales,

mourners can actually help to control the advertising of the
Research has shown that the type of advertising to
re.
eh .buyers respond is the type that is produced with the
greatest,frequency. 'ilherefore, if a,consuMer wish6o to have
a hand in improting future advertising, he must check his
indiscriminate buying practices,
a

There are several pointers that consumers can, utilize in
judging the quality arid ugefulness pf advertisements.
1.

Be alert to advertisements to discover what new goods and
services are on the market.- Advertisemerits in this manner. are being used as a consumer information source.

2.

In order to make wise decisions,, be 'alert to those idvertisements that gain attention through emotional. appeal
and those advertisements that present'reliable.information.

01,

,

.

Look for information in advertisements that present product quality pointers.

3.

-

p

.

.

4.

Develop immunity toward absurd claims and statements
inferred in advertisements.

5.

If an advertisement is a "testimonial," evaluate-it with
great care.

6. ,Analyze advertisements to obtain important facts about
use, care, and the -standards ofevroducts. IfAinformation
of this type is mi?t available in the ad, request information from the retailer or the manafacturer or corporation.
Getting The Facts

2.

View the film:-

3.

View the following parts of twb related film strips:
"The Role of Consumets=-Part II- A-- Consumers, And The

Pattern Of-Production"
"

,4

The. Role of ,Consumers- -Part III-A--Difficulty.of Becoming
An Intelligent Cons inner"
4.

Choose several tYpea of magazines (for example, Mad, Cosmopolitan,
Seventeen, Newsweek, Better Homes And 'Gardens, Co-Ed, True
Story, McCalls) and place the magazines in two categories- those you think are read by "indiscriminating readers and those you
YY
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think are read by discrete, well-informed readers. Analyze the
advertisements in each grouping according to the'claims made
through emotional appeal and according to valid, factual information which is presented.

al

Through this activity you can actually access the type of
advertising you are indirectly supporting by subscribing to
Have you developed an
one type of Magazine 'Over another.
"immunity" to any particular type of advertisement, yet?
5.

View-a television advertisement of your choice and analyze
its content according to the six guidelines presented in
activity 1.

w

Serf - Evaluation. Teat:

True and False: Place a plus (+) in the blank,
Directions:
before the statement if it is crue and a zero (0) in the
blank before the statement if ft is false.

-

1:

Advertising can influence consumer decisionsunconsciously.

2.

Most advertising "sales talk" is emotional in
nature.

4
3.

Manufacturers and retailers are good resources for
'product information,not found in advertisements.

4.

Testimonials are very reliable sources of information
on goody and services.

5.

Advertiiementsare reliable sources for learning,
what is new and improved in products.

6.

In order to gain attention advertisements may be
geared stronglyon emotional qualities.

7.

Advertisements have becomeca.part of our modern
society.

?,8
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QUEST OPPORTUNITIES

If you'are interested in further study of the influence advertising
Okon consumer decision making and buying practices, do one or more
If you wish to pursue an
he following suggested activities.
yity not listed here, check first with your teacher.
ac,
Suggested Quest Oppor°tunities:
1.

Find examples of what you consider to be false advertising
in your local newspaper, magazinedlyou frequently read, and
advertising circulars distributed through the mail.
What
are your reasons for considering the examples you selected to
be false advertising? Visit your local Better Business
Bureau to find out what services it performs in the control
of local advertising. Write a brief report on your findings.
6

2.

Draw or write what you consider to be a "perfect example" of
a valid, informative advertisement of a good or service of
State what media would suit your example--radio,
your choice.
magazine, so forth. State reasons why your example represents
a food, informative advertisement. What device have you
utilized as an attention-getter? With the permission of your
teacher, display your advertising example in your classroom.

3.

Develop a pro' and con position on the question that: "Most
Advertising has Informative, Educational, Social, and Economic
Value and Aids in the Reduction of the Cost of Goods and
Services." If you choose, meet with other students who have
previously completed this HELP and arrange a debate on the
above topic.

4.

Select a particular product that you may some day wish to
pur ase--a range, hair dryer, stereo equipment, automobile,
sews g. machine, type writer.
Locate at least four different advertisements, each a different brand of the same product.
a). Analyze the reliable and useful information in each
advertisement.
What device or type of appeal is utiliz'ed in order to
b)
gain your attention and interest?
c)
Rate .the quality of the advertisements on a 1 to 4 basis,
judging by the following criteria: personal appeal,.
factual information, attractiveness.

.

.

'

5.

Analyze your personal thoughts by thinking about the forlowipg
questions:
a)
Is advertising personally beneficial to you as 'a consumer?

29,
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t.

b)
c)

d)

Do you consider advertising to be a cost to consumers or
an inexpensive way of selling goods and services?
g he persuasive factors advertisements contain
Disregar
to purc ase o e product over another product, how extensively
dvertising influences other attitud s and
do you t in
habits?
If suddenly all advertising would disappear, do you thidk
you would be a better shopper? Why or why not/
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SELF-EVALUATION KEY

.

LESSON I:
Across

Down

Discontent
Demand
Automobile
Consuming
/Tobacco

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Information
Brands
Competition
Decrease
Selling

LESSON II:

6. 'Testimonial
7.
Institutional
Differential
8.
Institutional
9.
Institutional
-10.

1. 4TestiTonial
2.
Differential
3.
Differential
4.
Differential
5.
Testimonial

LESSON
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